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From Civil War to Civil Society

As part of a global workshop series on the transition from war to peace, the World Bank, in
collaboration with the Carter Center, held a workshop focusing on Liberia and Guatemala in
Atlanta, Georgia between February 19-21, 1997.

The Workshop was organized by Nat J. Colletta, Head, War to Peace Transition, Africa Region,
the World Bank and Gordon Streeb, Interim Director of Programs, the Carter Center. They were
assisted by Markus Kostner, Human Resource Economist, the World Bank, and Sara Tindall,
Program Coordinator, Conflict Resolution Program, the Carter Center. Diane Chigas and Liz
McClintock of the Conflict Management Group, Cambridge, Massachusetts, facilitated the small
group discussions.

This report was prepared by Markus Kostner, Taies Nezam, and Colin Scott under the guidance of
Nat J. Colletta. It has been reviewed by the Carter Center, the World Bank, and participants from
Guatemala and Liberia. The views expressed in this report are those of the authors and partici-
pants, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Carter Center, the World Bank, or any of
the World Bank's affiliated organizations.

Lawrence Mastri provided valuable assistance in thefinal editing, design, and production of the
report Cover design by Tomoko Hirata.
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Preface

E nding violent conflict in countries process. Hence, lessons and experiences
suffering from chronic instability need to be shared on a more systematic
is a prerequisite for sustainable basis and support measures synchro-

social and economic development. The nized in this relatively new discipline. It
transition from war to peace, however, is is also important to increase collabora-
a complex process marked by the need tion not only among the development
to establish basic security (including community but also between the devel-
disarmament and demobilization), opment community and the peoples and
protect the most vulnerable war victims, governments of the war-torn societies.
reintegrate displaced populations,
rehabilitate basic infrastructure and The Atlanta workshop sought to facili-
productive assets, stabilize the tate this process by promoting the
economy, promote transparent and exchange of knowledge and experience
accountable government, restore social among politicians, policymakers, and
capital, and strengthen civil society. In practitioners to (a) build capacity, (b)
recent years, as the number of countries provide opportunities for collaboration,
undergoing violent conflict has in- and (c) improve coordination among
creased, a growing number of govern- different actors involved in war to peace
ments and agencies have become transition.
involved in the war to peace transition
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From Civil War to Civil Society

OBJECTIVE: Using Liberia and Guatemala PARTICIPANTS: WAorkshop participants
as case studies, the wvorkshop sought to included senior government and opposi-
enable discussion on resolving conflicts tion officials from Liberia and Guate-
peacefully, facilitating the transition mala, representatives from Liberian and
process, and preventing future out- Guatemalan civil society, and represen-
breaks of violence tatives from tN organizations (UNRISD,

UNHCR, UNIFEM, UNDP/OPS, UNICEF,
ISSUES: Workshop discussions were MINUTGUA), multilaterals (World Bank,
organized around four issue areas or IMF, OAS, EU, OECD), regional organi-
modules: (a) peace negotiations and zations (ECONWAS), bilaterals (USAID,
demilitarization, (b) post-conflict ODA, GTZ), donor governments (Norwe-
governance and economic management, gian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Dutch
(c) social and economic reintegration of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Swedish
vulnerable groups, and (d) conflict Ministry of Foreign Affairs), regional
transformation, restoration of social and international NGOs (CARE, ICRC,
capital, and strengthening civil society. IOMI), foundations (Ford Foundation),

and the Carter Center. A list of partici-
ORGANTIZATION: A plenary session and pants is included in Annex 2.
working groups were organized around
each module. During the plenary WNVORKSHOP REPORT: The following report
sessions, resource persons with perti- summarizes the presentations made by
nent experience made keynote presenta- speakers during the plenary sessions
tions. Participants and group facilitators and the ad hoc discussions of the
then divided into three working groups working groups. It does not offer
to discuss the issues raised by the solutions independent of the ideas
presenters. A workshop coordinator was expressed by the workshop participants.
responsible for the overall organization WN7hile the report adheres closely to the
of the conference. For the workshop actual presentations, discussions and
agenda, see Annex 1. observations, it does not present an

exhaustive treatment of the issues.
Examples from Liberia and Guatemala
are given where possible; in cases -where
participants had extensive experience in
other countries, examples are cited
from those situations.
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E Background

The Liberian civil war secure most of the country. More recently,
an electoral commission has been estab-Freed American slaves began to settle lished, efforts to repatriate the refugees

what is currently known as Liberia have began, 25,000 ex-combatants have
in the 1820s, often in the face of been demobilized, and elections are

hostility from the local inhabitants. By planned for May of this year.
1847, the ex-slaves and their descendants
had declared a republic and began a 150 Historical tribal and political divisions
year period of Americo-Liberian elite rule have been exacerbated by the continuing
based on domination and exploitation of struggle for power and material gain.
the indigenous population. In 1980, Wholesale profiteering and looting have
Americo-Liberian rule ended with a been key factors in the continuation of
military coup staged by Samuel Doe. The war. Illegal resource trading is an esti-
ensuing regime, violently suppressed any mated $350 million per year business.
form of opposition for the next ten years, And at the combatant level, living by the
creating deadly ethnic cleavages. gun has become a way of life. A dangerous

external and internal equilibrium has
In late 1989, the National Patriotic Front developed in a country where the state
for Liberia (NPFL), under the leadership apparatus has almost completely disap-
of Charles Taylor, began a rebellion in the peared. Hence, a major component of any
north. WNhen it reached the capital, peace process wvill be handing control of
Monrovia, during the summer of 1990, natural resources over to civil society,
the NPFL wvas repelled by an Economic breaking oligopolistic access to the large
Community of WN-est African States profits wvhich have underwritten the
(ECOWAS) peacekeeping force violent conflict. To date, both interna-
(ECOMOG). Shortly after, President Doe tional donors and the UN system have
was killed by a splinter faction of the been ambivalent about supporting secu-
NPFL and a Liberian National Transitional rity measures and more willing to provide
Government (LNTG) under the leadership humanitarian assistance rather than
of Amos Sawyer was installed. making a long-term commitment to

reconstruction measures.
Major peace talks started the subse-
quent year in Yamoussoukro, C6te
d'Ivoire failed and new factions The Guatemalan civil strife
emerged. The next five years witnessed
factional fighting and numerous failed Twentieth-century Guatemalan history
peace accords. Heightened conflict in has two key characteristics:
1992 and 1996 exposed ECOMOG's authoritarianism and instability. With 6
limitations in providing security for a coups d'etat, 5 constitutions and 35
comprehensive settlement. Violent different governments (15 of them mili-
clashes between armed factions around tary juntas) in 96 years, the Guatemalan
Monrovia in April of 1996 resulted in the people have suffered widespread physical
evacuation of most foreigners and many and human destruction, and wide-scale
Liberians. However, in August of 1996, a social fragmentation and polarization.
new peace accord was signed in Abuja and Effectively, the civil war began in 1960
partial demobilization began a few month with a group of young army officers
later. During the same period, ECOMOG revolting against corruption, accompa-
forces were bolstered to enable them to nied by the training of anti-Cuban forces
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From Civil War to Civil Society

on Guatemalan territory. The revolt failed Three years later, civil society was explic-
but the officcrs disappeared into the rural itly brought into the negotiations with the
areas, formed a guerrilla army, and began establishment of a Civil Society Assembly.
a war against the government. The ensuing agreement bringing to-

gether accords on democratization,
Initially, the movement was aligned with human rights, displaced populations,
Cuban revolutionary forces and concen- indigenous rights, socioeconomic issues,
trated in the Ladino areas of the country. and the role of civil society and the
However, over the next two decades, military took almost six years to reach
political and social reforms became a and was signed in December 1996.
rallying point, with the indigenous
populations playing a major role. The
government counter-insurgency cam- From civil war to
paign, characterized by large-scale human civil society
rights violations, successfully restrained
the guerrilla movement. Yet, the struggle Though the transition from war to sus-
continued, partly due to the strength of tainable peace is multifaceted and non-
guerrilla movements in neighboring linear, we can distinguish the three
countries. In 1982, the groups united overlapping phases of making peace,
into the Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional keeping peace and sustaining peace, with
Guatemalteca (URNG). each phase requiring a mix of political,

security, humanitarian and developmental
The transition to peace began in the early activities. Yet, it is difficult to determine
to mid-1980s with a new constitution, the which set of activities will achieve its
election of a civilian president, political objectives in a given situation. Moreover,
pluralism, and personal liberties such as the appropriate timing of and the interac-
freedom of speech. In 1987, the Guatema- tion between the various interventions is
lan president, in concert with other not well understood. The international
Central American heads of state, signed a community is working within a multi-
declaration outlining procedures for the disciplinary and inexact science.
establishment of sustainable peace in the
region. For Guatemala, an important The following report has four main sec-
component of this agreement was the tions: the three overlapping phases of war
establishment of National Reconciliation to peace transition and a brief conclusion.
Commissions (NRC). The first section, making peace, discusses

the peace process, including the role of
The next three years were spent preparing civil society and the international commu-
for the negotiations. This process in- nity. The second section, keeping peace,
cluded a series of NRC consultations with addresses post-conflict governance,
political parties, the private sector, elections and issues related to implement-
religious groups, academics, labor unions, ing the peace accords. The third section,
and other members of civil society. These sustaining peace, explores reconstruction
meetings were mediated by the Catholic and reconciliation. The final section
Church and a UN observer. In 1991, concludes by emphasizing the need for an
formal discussions began between the integrated strategic framework-a coher-
URNG and the newly formed government ent approach to sustainable peace.
commission for peace (COPAZ).
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Making Peace

The peace process

T nhe essential element of a peace
process is political willingness by all
warring factions to enter into

negotiations and a security framework to
maintain the peace. This usually requires
extensive investments in time and money
before the parties are brought to the
negotiating table. In particular, the
various parties must overcome the lack of
interpersonal trust that has developed
during the conflict. Another important
component is the need for all involved to
view the negotiations as a "way out" of
the conflict where not all demands will be
meet. As conflict results from differing
societal perceptions, even the best peace
process will result in a compromise.

However, to minimize discontent, main-
tain momentum and reach the "largest
common denominator," the process needs
to be comprehensive, transparent, and
inclusive. This means that all social,
economic and political aspects of the
conflict should be addressed in an open
forum, allowing all interested members of
the society an equal opportunity to
participate. Throughout the process, no
sector of society should dominate. Civil
society, including women's associations
and even the combatants who may be
responsible for atrocities, should be
represented. To expedite the process, nomic, social and political issues, address-
each group and/or faction should have a ing the major underlying causes of the
negotiator with a clear mandate. conflict; and (d) a prioritizing of issues,
Marginalization of a significant group or negotiating the substantial areas before
issue often leads to more violence. dealing with operational aspects.

The following premises were suggested for For the peace to extend beyond the
effective negotiations: (a) dialogue negotiating table to the larger society, a
between factions allows for the conceptu- number of transformations need to occur.
alizing of peace; (b) an agreement on how First, behavior must be altered from the
to identify issues, participants and proce- application of violence to more peaceful
dures, thereby legitimizing the process forms of dispute settlement; second, a
and actors; (c) a consensus that the transition from a wartime to a peace
substantive agenda should include eco- mentality needs to occur; third, the 3



From Civil War to Civil Society

system of risks and rewards should exercise in national conflict resolution
encourage peaceful pursuit of livelihoods, and reconstruction. As already noted, civil
rather than intimidation, violence and participation legitimizes the peace
rent-seeking; fourth, adversaries must process and outcome.

come to view each other as
members of the same society, However, participation by civil society
working toward a common requires that the factions open the

The nature of war goal a peaceful and prosperous process to all interested members of
future; and fifth, structures and society, that institutional mechanisms are

determines the institutions must be amended at in place to guarantee civil participation,
all levels of the society to and that resources are available to sup-

nature of-peace support these new peaceful port local peace-building and conflict
transformations. management efforts. A workshop partici-

pant described this as "inclusiveness in
Participants also noted that the meaningful institutions." This process
"nature of war determines the may be very difficult in a highly milita-

nature of peace." This means that the rized society.
factors which produce and sustain the
conflict will directly impact the ensuing Involving civil society in the peace process
peace settlement. can contribute to psychosocial healing.

Civil society the network of informal and
The Guatemalan peace process offers formal relationships, groups and organiza-
many lessons: first, transparent processes tions which bind a society together can
increased trust and reduced suspicion; provide the environment within which the
second. participation by most of the levels of trust and sense of community
stakeholders built a sense of partnership necessary for durable peace are con-
among the various components of society, structed. By allowving civil society to
legitimizing the process and outcome;
and third, the agreements addressed the
root causes of the conflict, providing a
blueprint for-socioeconomic development. Involving civil society in
In this manner, the agreements went
beyond addressing military arrangements the peace process can
to provide a comprehensive package for a contribute to psychoso-
new nation. Participants stressed that the
peace was brokered by the Guatemalans cial healing
themselves, not imposed by outsiders.

participate in the peace settlement,
The role of civil society reconciliation becomes part of the peace-

making process itself.

Civil society can plav an important role
during the peace process by: (a) ensuring The displacement and destruction associ-
that discussions and recommendations ated with conflict usually has an adverse
take into account the needs of the larger effect on civil society. Yet, some aspects of
society, and (b) monitoring the implemen- civil society usually survive and can be
tation of these very7 recommendations. In built on. This is the case, even in Liberia,

4 this manner, the agreements become an where civilians were targeted by the



various warring factions. Involving civil
society in the peace process is a way of
articulating social capital (societal trust t hat is not "home-
and cohesiveness), the backbone of every
society, in the political arena. tends t be wea

The international community can support
civil participation by "creating space" for
civil society to realize its full
potential both as peacemaker and
peacekeeper. Local methods of dispute problem, and (b) it is invited by all war-
settlement, reconciliation, and institu- ring factions.

tion-building should be encouraged. The international community should be

During the Guatemalan peace process, careful not to contribute to or exacerbate
eivil society played a unique role. It was the conflict. Often, foreign intervention
instrumental in defining the issues and lacks coherence or even a common
agreements, and nurturing the peace desired outcome. Moreover, external
process itself. This potential has yet to be solutions may not be able to influence the
realized in Liberia, conceivably threaten- source of the conflict. It is important for
ing the emerging peace. The establish- external assistance to go beyond settling
ment of a multi-sectoral electoral com- competing local claims to engaging the
mission with broad representation could factions in more comprehensive dialogue.
be a fundamental transitional political However, outsiders should not impose a
instrument for bringing Liberian civilians peace process or agreement on the local
into the peace process. population; peace that is not "home-

grown" tends to be weak and short-lived,
as the case of Angola illustrates.

The role of the
international community Regional organizations also may be

instrumental in the process, especially

The international community plays an where refugees and regional support for
important role in facilitating or expedit- different factions produce a regional
ing peace processes. Development institu- dimension to the conflict. Regional bodies
tions and donor governments can provide may be better-placed to assist the peace
technical and financial support, as well as process because their judgments are
programs which strengthen civil society. based on a more comprehensive under-
The "Group of Friends," an organization standing of the conflict and its regional
of countries supporting the Guatemalan implications. In Central America, for
peace process, played a critical role in example, the Contadora Group has
that country's conflict resolution. The influenced the settlement of several
United Nations, which is considered more conflicts. However, in W\^est Africa, at-
impartial than any one government, can tempts by ECOWTAS and ECOMOG to
fill another important role. However, the bring about a resolution to the Liberian
United Nations can only play a meaningful civil war by intervening militarily have
role if (a) its participation is based on an demonstrated that regional solutions also
understanding of and sensitivity to the can be hindered by regional politics.

5



From Civil War to Civil Society

The peace accord Building confidence often involves a
trade-off between justice and reconcilia-

The end of violence does not mean the tion. A society emerging from conflict has
end of conflict. Disputes and differing to balance the quest for justice for the
viewvs on social, political and economic victims of violence with the need to get
development will continue. Moreover, the on with life as one society. In some cases,
signing of an accord is just the beginning further conflict can erupt when judg-
of a lengthy and arduous process of ments are deemed excessively harsh. In
building a society on a nonviolent funda- other cases, the process becomes time-
ment. Sustainable peace requires accom- consuming and expensive without contrib-
modating the divergent needs and time- uting to reconciliation. A "culture of
tables of various segments of societv. This impunity," on the other hand, could
usually means the reconciliation of undermine the reconciliation process and
competing agendas and addressing the encourage people to take the law into
many factors which lead to the conflict. their own hands. A participant suggested

that "justice as opposed to vengeance"
may be the appropriate balance.

The end of violence Post-genocidal Rwanda is a daunting
example of the difficulties of balancing

does not mean the justice with reconciliation. So far, the
process has been expensive, mismanaged

end of conflict and time-consuming, with little justice or
reconciliation. The process in Guatemala,
on the other hand, is illustrative. The
reconciliation process began with a

Yet, as mentioned above, it is important "national dialogue" where over one
to recognize that no accord will compre- hundred organizations "learned" to
hensively address all demands. Even with communicate about pre-'iously shrouded
the Guatemalan accord, perhaps the most issues. Next, arrangements wvere made to
comprehensive set of peace agreements identify the needs of direct victims of
signed in the post-cold war era, opposition violence and create conditions for them
continues from a small number of groups to pardon their aggressors. These arrange-
who feel that they gained comparatively ments were then institutionalized into a
little, commission to investigate human rights

violations. However, a participant ques-

The peace accord is a critical step toward tioned the validity of comparing genocide
restoring the fundamental element of a with civil war.
functioning society: coiifidence. Confi-
dence rests on the mutual understanding
that former adversaries will not take up
arms again. A participant noted that
confidence also demands mutuatl respect.

6



E Keeping Peace

Post-conflict governance ambitious programs may produce public
dissatisfaction and loss of faith in theIn the final analysis, two important process. Moreover, while establishing a

elements of successful peace accords macroeconomic framework may be
are active involvement by civil society necessary to rcduce inflation and stabilizc

and skillful governance. With the state the economy, regulatory and administra-
apparatus and civil society both weakened tive procedures should be kept to a
by conflict, good governance the minimum. Incentives for good behavior,
management of resources on behalf of all however, need to be included early on.
citizens with fairness and openness is
an important goal. Successful governance, Participants also emphasized that good
in this and other contexts, has several key governance does not always require
features: political democracy. Unelected regimes

can manage public resources openly and
Transparency, which requires budget, fairly, while democratically elected gov-
debt, expenditure, and revenue
disclosure. Who pays and who benefits
must be apparent to all.
Accountability, which means that the
governing body will be responsible for i*d governance
how it is generating revenue and does not alway
allocating expenditure. ^ '"

Rule of law, which demands a legal r p9lL3a
framework by which government and democracy
society conduct themselves.
Institutional pluralism rather than
unitary structures, which supports the
forgoing conditions. ernments can be corrupt and incompe-
Participation, which implies the tent. Such distinctions have important
involvement and empowerment of all implications for societies emerging from
those affected by governance. conflict. While ill-advised to follow politi-

cal blueprints, such societies should seek
Participants suggested that the following to establish the institutional basis for a
considerations might ease the burden on move toward democracy.
post-conflict governing bodies and facilitate
good governance. To the extent possible,
authority should be decentralized to In search of a
increase the participation of civil society. representative government
Community-centered development and
increasing capacity at the local level may Although democracy may not always
produce quick impact and sustainability. coincide with good governance, popular
Decentralization may also avoid a "winner participation in decision-making does
takes all" scenario. Another important encourage transparency and accountability.
consideration is that the relatively weak These are two key features of good gover-
administrative capacity of the government nance, and in the long term, good gover-
means that it should concentrate on a few nance is correlated with socioeconomic
priorities. A small number of targets should development. Representative government-
be set and pursued with vigor. Overly and elections as a means of achieving it-

7



From Civil War to Civil Society

becomes an important consideration for tives such as South Africa's transitional
post-conflict societies. government of national unity may prove

more effective in the medium-term.
If conflict is about power, then elections are Democracies can have various forms of
a peaceful method of allocating power. They articulating participation. In Guatemala,
can be a first step in the peace-building the peace process involved almost six
process where political institutions are years of negotiations and involved three
created to represent political positions and different governments. VvWhen elections
manage diversity without violence. Elec- were held, the voter turnout was relatively
tions are also a way of admitting the low given the level of civil involvement in
"public into the negotiations." However, the electoral process. This mav have been
elections must not be seen as an end in due to the fact that elections had become
themselves. As a workshop participant meaningless after many years of authori-
warned, "Once on the right road, it is tarian rule. Still, democracy not only
important to keep moving, otherwise you preceded but also influenced the peace
risk being run over by subsequent events." process.

Although there appears to be little In Liberia, the election process remains in
consensus on the necessity of precondi- doubt: 700,000 refugees have not re-
tions for elections, it is important to build turned and will not be able to participate
trust and legitimize the process by involv- from their camps, offering an advantage
ing all factions and civil society (including to anv faction that can transport its own
refugees and the displaced). International ethnic supporters. The time frame is
actors can add legitimacy to the process tight, an electoral register has not been

by allaying suspicions of established, and the media is dominated
rigging or intimidation. by one faction. In addition, elections will
Peer contacts, such as largely depend on security, especially the
meetings between continuation and sustainability of the

The success of a British Parliamentarians demobilization program. Given the
and their South African current state of affairs, elections present

democracy is often counterparts, can be a formidable challenge.

contingent on how it very useful. Another
critical factor is the role

treats its losers assigned to the loser. As Implementing the
the success of a democ- peace accord
racy is often contingent
on how it treats its CHALLENGES

losers, it is often wise to Once a transitional or elected governing
define this role before elections take body is in place, it faces the complex task
place. of implementing the peace accords. Major

challenges in this area include:

In many cases, elections, or "first-class
democracy," may not provide immediate * Avoiding business as usual. Conflict
answvers. Winner-takes-all solutions may and the subsequent peace need to be
not be appropriate as the cases of Angola viewed as a means by w hich society
and Cambodia illustrate, especially if the can recreate itself establishing a new
state is a major employer and can with- set of behaviors, mindsets, institu-
hold or provide various benefits based on tions, etc. Otherwise, a return to

8 political affiliation. Power-sharing alterna- violence is inevitable. An end to the



fighting is one stop on the long road Hu-A AND INDIGENOUS RIGHTS

toward improving the living standards Neglected during conflict, human rights
of society. protection and promotion are crucial in

* Meeting expectations. In order to war to peace transitions. To begin the
achieve consensus among warring process, human rights could be incorpo-
factions and other groups with com- rated in peace accords, including protec-
peting agendas, peace accords often tion for indigenous identity and rights
offer a wish list, ignoring resource where necessary. The Guatemalan accords
constraints. Translating political were very successful in this area. If human
discourse into concrete actions will rights monitors are deemed necessary
require a more realistic approach and during the transition process, their role
timetable. should be clearly defined.

* Restructuring the wartime economy.
Conflict societies undergo fundamen- The United Nations High Commissioner
tal economic changes, which may take for Human Rights recognizes five roles for
years to reverse. The implementation human rights monitors: (a) dissuasive
of peace accords can restore confi- presence in the rural area, (b) human
dence and promote the return of rights verification and monitoring, (c)
private capital. Legitimate activities strengthening and training the justice
must replace the exploitation of system, i.e., civilian police, prisons, judges
resources that sustains the warring and courts, (d) facilitating the return of
factions. internally displaced populations (IDPs)

* Targeting high-payoff interventions. and refugees, and (e) human rights
Given the weak economic base that promotion, institutional development and
characterizes most post-conflict support for civil society.
societies, targeted interventions with
immediate impact are essential. Participants suggested the following
Access to land and alternative sources I measures to improve a country's human
of income, and support for civil rights situation, increase social cohesion
society and women's groups, inter and prevent the escalation of ethnic
alia, should be considered. tensions: (a) drawing on revered interme-

* Neutralizing private violence. The diaries (teachers, lawyers, etc.) from
instability caused by the transition different groups, (b) promoting economic
period coupled with sluggish imple- autonomy at the group and, where pos-
mentation of the peace accord often sible, individual level, (c) providing a
leads to an increase in crime rates. predictable degree of rule of law, (d)
Reductive measures in this area need ensuring absorptive capacity in the
to include "carrots" (counseling, economy to encourage private invest-
trainiing and employmeint generatioin meint, and (e) encouragiing ethnlic identity
programs for vulnerable groups, and heritage development, including
especially ex-combatants) and "sticks" reconstruction of historic and religious
(a civilian security force and justice sites. All members of society, including
system). the different ethnic groups and factions,

should participate economically, socially
and politically.

9



*Sustaining Peace

P Aarticipants stressed that achieving a I Post-conflict economic
lasting peace requires time and management
patience. The impact of war is

profound and resentments run deep. It Peace also requires a wide range of
usually takes years for the economy to confidence-building measures (e.g., job
take off and generations for the wounds to creation, training for ex-combatants, road
heal. Achieving the peace dividend is even rehabilitation) in the area of economic

management. Otherwise, as one partici-
pant noted, the society will begin to
wonder: what is peace for, if not improved

Tle hafve more coiitlicts on eatrtlh noIw than ever b6efore living standards?
in historv, an(lI the reasons ar e well knowin to
uts ..tleclining power of thle nruilitfry inl atreas like tlhe Catalyzing the private sector is an impor-
fo rm-eer So-viet l-iion... lifting of colonial tant part of this confidence-building. This
dlomlinaftion. .abject poverty. .(leterioration of the requires the reduction of three key
etlo-iriiiittiot ... ab'ject poverty7...d e eteriv optatious of l the constraints: lack of business confidence,
enivironinientt...nitovemtenit of Massive populations froin lack of capital, and lack of infrastructure.
the trural carea-s where thev were self-sitfficient into utr-(tan area (lepetidtit oii lr~ess. VReducing uncertainty and boosting

ban areas dependent on laiess.- *business confidence is a precondition for
transforming the private sector into an

For everv soldlier killed todlav, there aire ctbozit 1ii1(e ci- engine of growth for the economy, permit-
vilians w-ho perish froJi latndminies, bomlbs, strctay butl- ting the flow of capital necessary for
lets atnd exposure to the elemiienits, reconstruction. The removal of this

constraint will catalyze the removal of the
flow (1o we gjet bevond the crisis nanalmgeent of a di- other two. Decreasing uncertainty re-
sastew; or eveim the maictinitentance of peace,.. .caid ndo-ve to quires: (a) reestablishing political author-
at permanenit realu•ation of thze hopes an md dreams of ity and direction; (b) increasing security,
people whCo lhave suffered so lonig? i.e., demobilization, police and military

reform; (c) providing a stable macroeco-
.. the core of fiture atctivities [should]. ...sustain peace nomic framework; and (d) establishing a

onice a tenutouis peace hats evolved, sustainl democracy transparent legal and regulatory environ-
when anll embOryonic otr jutventile demiiocracyv haCs beeni ment. Yet, support for demobilization and
formlled, (tild try, to atvoid the disillusionment thattforces police reform are often underfunded or

not addressed up-front; and the process of
people baick inzto repetitive or suistatinted (despair stabilizing the economy (controlling

Presidtent Jimmv Carter. Chairman, the Carter Center inflation, consolidating fiscal manage-
ment, improving the tax system, establish-
ing a customs agency, setting up a legal
framework, and normalizing financial

more challenging for poor, multi-ethnic intermediation) requires considerable
states. Involving civil society in the process effort, commitment, and capacity. With-
is one way of buying social patience and out political direction, authority and
consensus, sharing the burden of waiting security, i.e., an enabling environment,
and ensuring that everyone receives a bit of the private sector will not rise to the
the pie as it becomes available. In Guate- challenge.
mala, for example, a national consensus has
emerged that taxes need to be raised to pay An enabling environment is also impor-
for the reconstruction effort. tant in the context of a Marshall Plan-like
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tive to violence; (c) sensitizing communi-
ties receiving ex-combatants, especiallv

InvQIvinq c41~ocietyinwhere atrocities had been committed by
process is the returning veterans in the same

way ~community; (d) accommodating other
of buyii~ socal pateiv~e~ vulnerable groups (refugees, IDPs, widows,

the disabled) to avoid resentment; (e)
and ~~orisensus timing and duration; (0 addressing the

special needs of child soldiers; and (g)
managing ethnic dimensions, which are
often difficult for outsiders.

response during the post-conflict period.
Some participants raised the issue of Local leaders can play a role in rekindling
jump-starting the economies of recent the social fabric around the veterans.
post-conflict societies in the same manner Guerrilla and other forms of informal
as the European economies were revital- warfare, where casual fighting has become
ized after World War II. However, it was a coping strategy, present unique chal-
also mentioned that the absorptive lenges during demobilization and reintegra-
capacity of the particular country is tion. It may be difficult to get faction
important. Typically, post-conflict econo- leaders to demobilize, especially when they
mies undergo long periods of recovery are used to commanding many people and
with a slow buildup of business confidence controlling lucrative resources.
and local investment.

Assistance to ex-combatants

Peace requires confidence, which is in
turn contingent on security. WVhen a Rdtigucranyadbotn
country is transitioning from war, disar-
mament and demobilization become
defining features of security and the
subsequent peace. With peace, the most
vulnerable and potentially destabilizinganeg eofrwt
group is the ex-combatants. In this
context, demobilization and reintegration
programs (DRPs), which disarm soldiers
and provide them an alternative to the
gun, are critical. In Liberia, previous DRPs have not been

well designed or supported. The current
To provide security, however, DRPs need demobilization is not linked to reintegra-
to be designed and implemented in detail. tion, and neither cantonment nor civic
Participants believed that the following education were planned, though the
should be addressed in the design and resources were available. Moreover, the
implementation of DRPs: (a) including a timetable of only ten weeks was unrealis-
reintegration component to demobiliza- tic. There is thus a need for a more
tion at the planning stage; (b) offering a detailed preparatory exercise beginning
credible and sufficiently lucrative alterna- with a profiling of the ex-combatant

11



From Civil War to Civil Society

characteristics, needs and aspirations, important for long-term reintegration,
Reinsertion and reintegration opportuni- especially for the transitional poor.
ties should then be provided in the form
of transitional safety nets and programs An important subgroup within all of these
promoting sustainable livelihoods. groups is women. As single heads of

households, they have unique socioeco-
nomic needs; and as victims of sexual

Assistance to other violence, they require particular attention
war-affected populations during the reconciliation processes,

especially since most of them will not
The other main categories of war-affected disclose such information due to shame
populations include refugees, IDPs and and fear of rejection.
those who stayed. The third group often
suffers equal hardship but is frequently
overlooked in post-conflict reconstruction From emergency to
efforts. These groups, like the ex-combat- development assistance
ants, have special needs that must be
addressed with well-designed programs. As a society makes the transition from war
For example, a participant noted that the to peace, the role of the international
return of displaced persons should ensure community changes from saving lives to
their safetv and dignity, and they should sustaining livelihoods, from relief- to
be provided legal documentation. development-oriented activities. Sustain-

ing livelihoods after a period of prolonged
Reintegration programs for all war- violence requires (a) rebuilding social,
affected groups should concentrate on economic and political infrastructure, and
addressing basic needs, i.e., food, health (b) providing credible economic alterna-

tives to avoid further conflict. In this
context, the international community
needs to consider the following set of

Land reform and, possibly, access to issues to ensure successful reconstruction

credit can also be important for long- and sustainable socioeconomic develop-
ment.

term reintegration, especially for the
PLANING. Preparation is crucial to the

transitional poor success of any reconstruction program.
Oftein this process can begin before an
official cease-fire is in place.

care, shelter, and building morale. Also, CONTINUITY. Building on the experience
where possible, people should be empow- gained during the emergency phase, e.g.,
ered to meet their owxn needs, especially the secondment of relief staff, is important
in the area of employment. However, for informing reconstruction planning and
providing basic primary education for all, implementation.
training and large-scale employment will
stretch an administratively weak transi- COORDINATION. To avoid duplication and
tional government. Experience in Latin improve collaboration, the international
America has shown that land reform and community, could work towards (a) joint
possibly access to credit can also be training, (b) joint needs assessment, (c)
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joint planning, (d) complementary SECURITY. The reduction of illegal resource
interventions, (e) agreed indicators/ trafficking requires, inter alia, external
measures of success, and (f) single leader- sanctions (on the companies trading with
ship. the factions), and support for internal

censures (policing) and incentives (job
SPEED. Procurement, funding, and report- opportunities, training, access to credit).
ing procedures need to be expedited
during the transition phase. A trade-off LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE. The short-term
exists, however, between quick disburse- interests of donors must not compromise
ments, and transparent and accountable the longer term interests of war-torn
use of funds. Civil society can play an societies.
important role in ensuring that govern-
ments follow an acceptable set of prin- ON THE GROUND. Field presence is instru-
ciples. mental to ensuring appropriate interven-

tions and necessary alterations.
LImITING THE SCOPE. Immediately after a
cease-fire, small-scale interventions play The impact of any donor-sponsored
an important role in reducing the likeli- measure ultimateny depends on support at
hood Of renewed violence. Wvhen theI
hoodatiof renomew violene. Whlen te the local level. In this context, it issituation becomes more stable, more ipratfrgvrmnst e hi
elbrt prjet an.rgasbcm important for governments to set theirelaborate projects and programs become

useful. own priorities and say "no" to projects
and programs that do not conform to

--WORKING CAPITAL. Transitional support for their agenda, even when they involve
grants. Also, civil society can be empow-

.curren rex turae iovrtnt dr- ered to assign roles to and responsibilitiesfnancially restrained governments under- frteitrainlcmuiy
taking massive reconstruction programs.

REACH. The donor community needs to
adopt more flexible and responsive proce-
dures to reach beneficiaries.
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E Toward an Integrated
Strategic Framework

A heme that emerged repeatedly PEACE HAS A PRICE. During the transition
during the wvorkshop was that the phase, the overriding objective needs to be
transition from wvar to peace is a political. Financial assistance and peace

highly complex process, laden with dilem- become mutually dependent. Hence, the
mas, paradoxes and tensions. Moreover, "wait-and-see" and "show-us-first" mental-
each situation is unique and requires a ity which demands peace on the ground

before funds are available is not
appropriate. Limited political will
needs to be overcome and risks taken.

Ther,-e is zo Conitihuniiiii froini pteace-kecp)itu to r-elief to dcevelopmiiienit. All of these thihi:s
have to tio toietlfer. lie iieed( eoniierreuit (lnodi hitei rated action oni alifiy0it5 (It o00e'. THERE IS NO CONTINUUM BEMTEEN RELIEF
Also, everv eounltn' is dli rerelt. lke canneot httcfr a1 stansdard- recipve

-l. e-erycountry t AND DEVELOPMENT. Humanitarian and
I lticc beeit striCk bf thle iiuiiiier of owi4lt I wcold (Cll di.lenllna"s, palradoxdes oxe development agencies should work
tenisions.. poverty as one qf the root causes for instabilitv.exc5esse of riches in the together to fill the gaps between their
izwtrjl hands eonl beeomte an ineentive to maointaoinin (i conf7ict... winner totkes all is

.. jowrshri~ 4efre heeletins qudlvbeprciilictd respective mandates. For example,
niot a recipe for stability... powersh(win,; before tiee clectionis call cftralv be pi-qjIldicial
to peace ... conventional Inacroecoulomiic wzisdloin maY run connlter to p)olitical relief agencies should consider the
01) jectives .. lteiiiiiii blfetweci rtci,iieilititioii (di(lCjiSuC... long-term economic impact of food

ow do0 we empower cioil societv' Whten dlo the outside plavers cnter flow tlo thev aid, while development programs
cutter? A iieed for n relistic tiIiettdde ath 0 i-elizOtilu dint vou arce il for tle loud could take advantage of the lessons

t1101. .the question of the timiioii ofelectiotns .halot enlies ofter tlChe eletiouls .. deniocrac)v learned and institutional arrange-
caniz take inanovtorins.. ments established during relief

a . the need tiorn comprehensive approuch..the necd fo partnerships, the need for pool- operations.
it,X of resources, tihe ieed for coinpleinenltar-y (Ictios ... dowllstrelili inlto tlhe creVatfonl

of livelilhoods... pstreaim to dive inereased aittenitiont to ealer-encies. Powitry AND INEQUALiTY OFTEN LEAD TO

I see (fii elinergiit. ctiisiisis n to ure(s..thenee tb wo fa r ~INSTABILITY. NVealth in the wrong hands
I se f1X cslelaXl;C<lisellSsts inl t-.cso Ilwels ... the nleedf or al br-oadf 6amit ot coul'lidence-

buildinlg measures... 1(all the iieedtor niew approaches andut teculni(lies. can exacerbate conflict.

Iere ( a-eC toced with a plethora of actions tond tiher are altso Ct plethora of actors. ELECTIONS DO NOT EQUAL DEMOCRACY.

Ttihe iiiterio(ftiotinil conimuiuity v shioul (opprotcehi] tilese sitatioIls -withl great hilililitY Elections are not an end in them-
becauise, aifter ctdl, we dto Iot hoive thie answ=ers. hie answz ers are somiewhere thzere ait selves. And it is often important to
the locafl level. le CCIio perhaps hielp to hri-log tlheom about. Essenitially, noir role is niieditit- have certain conditions in place
ifin aiid stpportim!, miiakin; the inaxiiauc iiuse of itttioiitiil resources f(ri peace. So tihe

a(nili nist be to foster itotil iiistitntiOis. etpacities aiid self i-eliiiice \0w t iliX' before they take place. For example, it
cases this requires at 6erv dfi(erent miidset iitld approoch. may be important to mitigate the

divisive elements of the electoral
Tle ove-rridn tJl, objective is political hi nature. 11c arc tryinai to avert i i-elapse ilOto
contflict ainul thaeft iiieiiiis thaft till act jOIIS ZziiuSt CoiijilC tow l thalt en process by assigning a clear role for

the loser and avoiding a "winner-
There is (qiuite a consensus off what needs to be donic in tihese sitiiationis bhut, withl tle takes-all" scenario. Failed elections
exceptionl of certiflii coloiitries. tihere is niot siufficiellt political will to dto soimethiil oi dan
pullt thle molonley thieie. can lead to renewed violence and loss

of faith in the democratic process as
Dame Margaret J. Anstee, former UN Under-Secretary General and former demonstrated by the Angolan experi-
Special Representative of the Secretary-General to Angola ence. It is also important to recognize

that democracy can take many forms
such as power-sharing arrangements
and a council of elders.

singular approach. However, we have
learned some lessons which can improve TIMING IS LMPORTANT. It is essential to (a) set
the design and implementation of future a realistic timetable, (b) target peace from
transition programs. many angles, starting many interventions at
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once but avoiding duplication, and (c) be where they are deemed necessary and
committed to long-term objectives, not beneficial. At the country level, interven-
quick-fixes. tions should (a) reflect local realities and

aspirations, (b) be homegrown and bottom-
RECONCILIAION vs. JUSTICE. A tension exists up, (c) be inclusive of political, social and
between getting on with reconstruction economic institutions, (d) have clear
and building new lives and bringing those objectives and priorities, (e) be flexible, (f)
who have committed atrocities to justice. mobilize not displace local human and
Each society needs to decide how it will financial capital, and (g) be monitorable
address the reconciliation process. with distinct indicators.

E.MPONWERIG CIVIL sociETw is an important In more general terms, the participants
-way to inform the design, implementation, advocated an integrated strategic frame-
and monitoring of transition programs and work characterized by:
to buy social patience during this volatile
period. * a coherent and comprehensive ap-

proach by all actors;
RECOGNIZING THAT CONFLICT IS PART OF SOCLIL * partnerships and coordination between
INTERACTION and that the challenge is finding the various members of the interna-
nonviolent forms of conflict management tional community and the national
and resolution. government;

* a broad consensus on a strategy and
In terms of responding to these tensions, related set of interventions;
consensus is emerging in twvo areas. First, * careful balancing of macroeconomic
though every society is different and and political objectives;
requires its own mix of interventions, there * the necessary financial resources.
is a need for a broad gamut of confidence-
building measures early in the transition Perhaps most important, however, is a sense
process. These include restoration of of humility. The international community
economic processes (demining), demobili- should not underestimate its level of
zation, reintegration (training, job cre- ignorance as to why conflicts occur and
ation), good governance, human rights, how they can be resolved. Also, the ulti-
security (neutral police, sound judicial mate responsibility lies with the peoples
system), democratic institutions, and and governments themselves. The interna-
empowerment of civil society and women. tional community can only play a support-
Second, new approaches and techniques ing role, fostering local institutions, capac-
are needed. Perhaps most important is the ity and self-reliance. W)4e have come a long
need to mobilize local human and financial way in our understanding of war-to-peace
resources for peace, and to identify and issues, activities and processes. NVe are
address demands at the local level. beginning to know what needs to be done

in general but the question often remains
WA/hat are the implications of these lessons how. The answers are complex and ill-
and the emerging consensus? At the understood at the country level. As stated
international level (UN Security Council by a participant at the conclusion of the
and Secretary-General), there is a need for workshop, what is needed is " less intelli-
preventative actions and early warning gence and more wisdom."
systems, and more collaboration between
the UN system, governments, and NGOs.
Intervention should be limited to situations 15



Annexl Annex 1
Workshop Agenda

Wednesday. February 19
The Carter Center, Atlanta
5:30pm Opening remarks: Greetings by President Carter and World Bank Vice

President Ismail M. Serageldin; discussion of workshop objectives

6:15pm Plenary Discussion: Panel on Peace Negotiations and Demilitarization
Moderator: Nat Colletta, NVorld Bank
Panelists: Jean Arnault, United Nations
Jimmy Carter, The Carter Center

7:30pm Reception for workshop participants

Thursday., February 20
The Carter Center, Atlanta
8:30am Continental Breakfast

9:00am Small Group Discussion

10:30am Coffee Break

10:45am Plenary Discussion: Reports from small groups

11:30am Plenary Discussion: Panel on Post-Conflict Governance and Economic
Management
Moderator: Gordon Streeb, The Carter Center
Panelists: Robert Pastor, The Carter Center
Nils Borje Tallroth, World Bank
Ian Bannon, World Bank
Thomas 0. Melia, National Democratic Institute for International Affairs

12:45pm Lunch

2:00pm Small Group Discussion

3:30pm Coffee Break
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3:45pm Plenary Discussion: Reports from small groups

4:30pm Plenary Discussion: Panel on Social and Economic Reintegration of
Vulnerable Groups in Transition
Moderator: Anne Willem Bijleveld, UNHCR
Panelists: Carlos Boggio, UNHCR Guatemala
Ian Martin, University of Essex
Edelberto Torres Rivas, UN Research Institute for Social Development
Victor Tanner, Creative Associates

5:45pm End of day

Fridav. Februarv 21
Ritz Carlton Hotel-Downtown, Atlanta
8:00am Continental Breakfast

8:30am Small Group Discussion

10:00am Coffee Break

10:15am Plenary Discussion: Reports from small groups

11:00am Plenary Discussion: Panel on Conflict Transformation, Restoration of
Social Capital, and Strengthening of Civil Society
Moderator: Harry Barnes, The Carter Center
Panelists: Mamadou Dia, WN'orld Bank
Roger Plant, MINUGUA
Christopher Mitchell, Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution
William Partridge, WVorld Bank

12:15pm Lunch

1:30pm Small Group Discussion
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3:00pm Coffee Break

3:15pm Plenary Discussion: Reports from small groups

4:00pm Plenary Discussion: Integrated Strategic Planning
Moderators: Nat Colletta and Gordon Streeb
Panelist: Margaret J. Anstee

5:30pm Closing Remarks
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